The problem of multi-armed bandits (MAB) asks to make sequential decisions while balancing between exploitation and exploration, and have been successfully applied to a wide range of practical scenarios. Various algorithms have been designed to achieve a high reward in a long term. However, its short-term performance might be rather low, which is injurious in risk sensitive applications. Building on previous work of conservative bandits, we bring up a framework of contextual combinatorial conservative bandits. An algorithm is presented and a regret bound ofÕ(d 2 + d √ T ) is proven, where d is the dimension of the feature vectors, and T is the total number of time steps. We further provide an algorithm as well as regret analysis for the case when the conservative reward is unknown. Experiments are conducted, and the results validate the effectiveness of our algorithm.
Introduction
The problem of multi-armed bandits has been extensively studied and drawn lot of attention in the past decades [6] . In canonical stochastic multi-armed bandit problem, the learner is presented with a set of arms, whose rewards are independently and identically distributed. The learner is allowed to select one arm at each round, and the final goal is to maximize the cumulative rewards. The key challenge of the bandit problem lies in the exploitation-exploration trade-off. On the one hand, the historical decisions and observed rewards could be exploited to find the arm with the highest empirical mean reward so far; on the other hand, the learner could explore other arms to get a better estimate of their mean value, which helps to achieve a large cumulative reward in a long run.
In some practical applications, the learning agent needs to select a set of arms at each round, instead of just one arm. For example, a company has newly hired several employees, and a certain amount of tasks are awaited to be completed. These employees could all deal with these tasks, but the completion qualities might be distinct. Actually, the rewards gained by the employees dealing with various tasks follow some specific distributions, while the company has no prior information about the distributions. The company could adjust the assignment policy based on the observations of the employees' performance, in hope of allocating the tasks wisely to maximize the cumulative revenue. This kind of problem fits into the framework of combinatorial bandits. Each employee-task pair could be regarded as an arm, the allocation policy is an action, and the feasible action set contains allocations which could form a matching.
Contextual bandit problem is another extended version of the traditional multi-armed bandit problem. It is supposed that the agent could observe certain contexts before making decisions at each round. Besides, the learner is aware of a hypothesis class, which could map contexts to arms and assist the learner in finding the arm with the highest reward. Indeed, the contextual bandit are sometimes referred to as partial-label, associative bandit, multi-armed bandit with expert advice and associative reinforcement learning [5] . The stochastic contextual bandit has been widely applied in lots of areas including online advertisement selection and news recommendation [7, 30, 25, 29, 27] , automated vaccine design and sensor management [16] , influence maximization [12, 26] , and offline evaluator construction [21] .
Most algorithms proposed for either contextual bandit or combinatorial bandit aim at pursuing high reward, but usually ignore the instantaneous safety guarantee. For some risk sensitive applications such as financial investment, each action should be rather cautious to avoid the possibility that the cumulative return is below certain threshold at some rounds. As for the widely used Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) strategy, it follows the principle that more explorations are in need especially when information is scarce, thus the policy is prone to explore the arms which have not been sufficiently sampled. From this point of view, this strategy is very effective for not missing any arm that might later have excellent performance. However, it is highly likely to choose some arms with low expected rewards but high variances at an early stage of the algorithm, resulting in a great amount of cumulative loss at some point of time. Similar concerns were recently addressed in [28] , in which they introduced the conservative bandit problem and gave an algorithm that satisfied the revenue constraint uniformly in time under traditional bandit setting. Successively, [15] considered safety control in stochastic contextual bandit and assumed that the reward of each arm is linear with its feature vector.
In this paper, we make the following contributions. (1) We generalize the revenue constraint to a more widely used contextual combinatorial setting, obtaining a novel framework of contextual combinatorial conservative bandits. At each round, a set of arms could be selected, with the number of arms not exceeding a specified number. The learner could only observe the rewards of the played arms, which is referred to as semi-bandit feedback. Viewing that the reward of a set of arms is not purely in the linear combination form in most application scenarios, the reward function is generalized to non-linear case, satisfying two mild assumptions. (2) We then propose two algorithms, one for the case when the expected reward of the conservative arm set is prescribed, and one for the case when it is unknown. Both algorithms aim at maximizing the expected reward in the long run, while simultaneously satisfying the revenue constraint for each instant round. Importantly, our algorithm is computationally more efficient as compared with CLUCB proposed by [15] in the contextual conservative setting. (3) We provide detailed theoretical analysis for both algorithms, showing that the safety could be well maintained even in complex environments. Specifically, we consider the case when the dimension of the contextual information is rather large. With well-designed lower bound of the revenue constraint in the contextual combinatorial setting, we provide novel proofs and obtain a tighter bound than that presented in [15] in terms of high-dimensional contextual information, making it more practical for high-dimensional contextual scenarios. (4) We conduct several experiments by numerical simulation, the results are consistent with our theoretical analysis and confirm the advantage of our algorithm in terms of maintaining the cumulative reward above the specified safety threshold.
Related Work
Multi-armed bandit was initially proposed by [24] . In the traditional multi-armed bandit problem, only one arm is allowed to be selected at each round. [3] firstly extended the setting and assumed that multiple arms could be selected. However, the number of arms that could be selected at each round is fixed and constant. [14] generalized this setting, allowing any constraint on weights with regard to the selected arms, then a line of work associated with combinatorial bandit [9, 8, 22, 17, 10] were developed successively.
For many application scenarios like Internet advertisement selection and multi-modal message generation, contextual bandit turns out to be more suitable than the traditional bandit [19] . Different from semi-bandit feedback in which the learner could only observe the reward of the selected arm, the features of all arms are available in the contextual setting, which could assist the learner in estimating the rewards of the arms that are not selected and thus improve the performance. Consequently, a line of research considers the contextual bandit problem, typically under linear realizability assumption [13, 20, 1, 11] , where the expectation of each arm's expected reward is a linear function of the features. To make the setting more applicable to online recommendation, [23] developed a novel framework called contextual combinatorial bandits and proposed an effective algorithm based on the upper confidence bound strategy.
In the traditional multi-armed bandits, the upper confidence bound strategy is not only intuitively sensible but also has been proven to be efficient and asymptotically optimal [18, 2, 4] . This strategy tends to follow the principle of optimism in face of uncertainty and ignores the risk it might face from a pessimistic point of view. However, safety insurance is the first priority in some areas including those related to health and finance. Recently, [28] paid attention to safety guarantee in the process of pursuing high rewards in the traditional multi-armed bandit setting, and proposed a conservative algorithm based on the upper confidence bound strategy. The algorithm maintains the constraint that the cumulative reward must not be less than a specific percentage of the reward gained by a conservative arm uniformly over time. Subsequently, [15] considered the revenue constraint in contextual bandits, under the assumption that the reward is linear and proposed an algorithm called conservative linear UCB (abbreviated as CLUCB). In order to calculate the confidence bounds of expected reward of each arm, it needs to search within a confidence set containing an infinite number of elements, while our algorithm could provide the bounds directly, leading to a great improvement in terms of the efficiency of the algorithm.
In the basic contextual combinatorial setting, the learner could select a subset of arms from a set E = {1, 2, . . . , M } of M base arms at each round, also referred to as a super arm, subject to certain constraints on the selected arms. Suppose the maximum number of chosen items at each round is K, then the set of feasible actions is the set of super arms with size less than or equal to K, denoted by Θ K . At round t, each arm e ∈ E is associated with a feature vector x t,e ∈ R d , and the weight w t,e could be represented as w t,e = θ T * x t,e + t,e , where θ * ∈ R d is a fixed but unknown parameter, and t,e is a random noise with zero mean. We take a standard assumption about the bound of length that θ * 2 ≤ S and x t,e 2 2 ≤ L, for all t and all e ∈ E. Besides, the random noise is assumed to be conditionally 1-sub-Gaussian, i.e., for any γ ∈ R,
Since the expectation of the random noise is zero, the expectation of the weight w t,e is θ T * x t,e , represented as w * t,e . After choosing a super arm A t at round t, the learning agent observes the weights of the arms in A t , and the expected reward of
andf is a function satisfying the following two natural properties.
for all e.
• Lipschitz Continuity For any two vectors w and w , we have |f
When it comes to the conservative setting, there is also a set of |A 0 |(|A 0 | ≤ K) other 1 base arms A 0 = {M + 1, . . . , M + |A 0 |}, referred to as the conservative action, whose expected weight is also given by w * t,e = θ T * x t,e . In terms of the conservative perspective of the learner, the cumulative reward should not be less than a certain fraction of the reward gained by simply choosing the conservative arm set A 0 at each round, referred to as the revenue constraint:
(2) 1 Here we assume that E ∩ A0 = ∅ mainly for the ease of conceptual understanding, but it is not hard to see that our algorithms work in the case of E ∩ A0 = ∅ as well-one just does not need to estimate the upper bound and lower bound of the expected reward for any action contained in both sets.
Here A 0 is the action selected by the conservative policy that our algorithm aims to out-perform, and its expected reward is µ 0 := f (A 0 , w * 0 ). The parameter α determines how conservative the agent should be, where α ∈ (0, 1). Denote by
We assume that f (A, w * t ) ≥ 0 for any action A ∈ Θ K , and there exist ∆ min and ∆ max , such that
The goal of the learner is to minimize the pseudo-regret, which is defined as
Algorithms
We propose two algorithms based on the upper confidence bound strategy, to solve the contextual combinatorial bandit problem with the revenue constraint, in both cases when the conservative reward is prescribed and when it is unknown. Note that for the second case, the conservative arm set A 0 is prescribed while its expected reward is unknown.
Learning with Conservative Reward Known
The contextual combinatorial conservative bandits aimed at solving two key issues. One is to maximize the cumulative reward, the other is to guarantee the conservative constraint. For the first issue, we use the effective UCB approach, which selects the arms based on the upper confidence bound of the unknown expected weight. For the second issue, since the expected weight w * s in the LHS of the conservative constraint Eq.(2) is unknown, the learner constructs a lower confidence bound ψ t of the LHS of Eq.(2). If
then the conservative constraint Eq.(2) is satisfied with high probability.
We now introduce a self-adaptive algorithm for the contextual combinatorial conservative bandit problem, assuming that enough statistics have been collected to get a good estimate of the expected reward µ 0 of the conservative arm set. The pseudo-code of CCConUCB with Conservative Reward is displayed in Algorithm 1, which could be divided into three main parts. First, we calculate the confidence intervals of the expected weight of each nondefault arm (lines [5] [6] [7] [8] . Note that the upper and lower confidence bounds of the conservative arm set are both equal to the prescribed value µ 0 (line 4). Second, define
for n ∈ N t−1 and e ∈ A n do 15:
Observe w t,e for all e ∈ A t 21:
end if 28: end for the best action B t to be either the default action A 0 or the non-default best action for the upper confidence bound of the expected weights, whichever gives the larger f value. Third, depending on whether the revenue constraint is satisfied at this moment or not (lines 18 and 25), we use B t or A 0 (lines 19 and 26), respectively. However, as we do not know w * s in Eq.
(2), we do not precisely know whether the constraint is satisfied. Therefore we take a conservative option here: we compute a lower confidence bound ψ t on the cumulative reward t s=1 f (A s , w * s ), and use B t if this lower confidence bound ψ t is already greater than or equal to the right hand side (RHS) of Eq.(2). If the optimistic arm set is selected, we also update some statistics based on the newly received contextual information and the observed weights (lines [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] : the set N t (the set of rounds s ≤ t in which we use optimistic action), D t (the set of rounds s ≤ t in which we use the default action), the estimateθ t to θ * , and the confidence radius H t of the expected weight.
Learning with Conservative Reward Unknown
For new applications that suffer from a cold start, neither sufficient data nor profound experiences are available to provide a reliable estimation of the performance µ 0 of the conservative policy. We modify Algorithm 1 to make it capable of handling the situation when the conservative reward is unknown, as shown in Algorithm 2 (Appendix A). The differences between these two algorithms lie in two aspects. On the one hand, since no reliable estimation of µ 0 is available, we need to calculate the confidence bounds of the expected weight of each conservative arm (lines 4-7). On the other hand, to ensure that revenue constraint Eq.(2) is satisfied, we use a lower bound of the LHS in Eq.(2) and an upper bound of the RHS in Eq.(2) for comparison.
Regret Analysis
In order to maximize the cumulative reward, it is required to have a good grasp of the expected weight w * t,e given the contextual information x t,e . We are aware that the expected reward is linear with the contextual vector x t,e , but the linear coefficient θ * is unknown. In both algorithms, the coefficient vector is estimated using ridge regression
Particularly, X t ∈ R d× n∈N t |An| has columns x n,e where e ∈ A n , n ∈ N t , and W t ∈ R n∈N t |An| has rows w n,e . . Then, according to the following lemma, L t,s,e is a lower bound of the expected weight w * s,e , and U t,s,e is an upper bound of w * s,e , where e ∈ E. Lemma 1. Assume that θ * 2 ≤ S and x t,e 2 2 ≤ L, for all t and all e ∈ E. Then, for any δ > 0, with probability at least 1 − δ, we have that for all t ≥ 1 and s ≤ t,
and
where the radius H t−1 is
The proof of Lemma 1 is illustrated in Appendix B. Note that Lemma 1 displays the confidence interval of the expected reward with the instantly updated variables instead of the static estimation at the specific round. Specifically, with the contextual information x s,e at round s, Lemma 1 informs us the confidence interval of the expected reward based on the updatedθ t−1 , V t−1 and H t−1 at any subsequent round t (t ≥ s).
In the following analysis, we use d t = |D t | and n t = |N t | to represent the total number of using the conservative policy and that of the optimistic policy separately.
We proceed the proof of Lemma 2 by taking advantage of the relationship between the trace and the determinant, as is shown in Appendix C.
It follows from Lemma 2 that
.
The cumulative regret of choosing the optimistic policies can be bounded as presented in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Assume that θ * 2 ≤ S and x t,e 2 2 ≤ L, for any t ≥ 1 and any e ∈ A t . If λ ≥ L, then for any δ,with probability at least 1 − δ and for any T ≥ 1, the regret bound for selecting the optimistic policy is
Note that we have extended the result to the case when x t,e 2 2 ≤ L and at most K arms are allowed to be selected at each round. When n T = T , the regret bound corresponds to that of the standard contextual combinatorial bandits, and the order of which is O(d √ T max{1, log(T K/d)}). The detailed proof procedure is presented in Appendix D.
The following two lemmas present two upper bounds on n∈Nt e∈An
x n,e 2 V −1 t . The first bound is smaller when n t K ≤ d, while the second bound is smaller when n t K > d. 
Proof. By the definition of V t , it can be represented as
where the last equality follows from the fact that det(I − AB) = det(I − BA).
Note that the diagonal elements of X
Denote by N = n∈Nt |A n |, then
By (8), (9) and (10), we obtain n∈Nt e∈An
Thus,
n∈Nt e∈An
Denote by a = λ/(λ + n t KL/d), f (x) = x(1 − a d/x ), then f (x) = 1 − a d/x (1 + d/x ln(1/a)) .
Since u > ln(u) + 1 for u > 1, we have f (x) > 0. Thus n∈Nt e∈An
Next we present a tighter bound for n∈Nt e∈An
x n,e 2 V −1 t when n t K > d, as stated in Lemma 5.
Lemma 5. For any t ≥ 1, suppose that x t,e 2 2 ≤ L, then n∈Nt e∈An
Proof.
where (15) is due to the definition of V t as V t = λI + n∈Nt e∈An
x n,e x T n,e . Let λ 1 , λ 2 . . . , λ d be the eigenvalues of V t , then 1/λ 1 , 1/λ 2 . . . , 1/λ d are the eigenvalues of V −1 t , and
Thus,
In terms of the construction of the lower bound of the expected weight w * n,e proposed in [23] . Lemma 6. For any t ∈ D T , we have
Lemma 6 provides an upper bound on the total time steps the default arm set is selected, and the detailed proof is illustrated in Appendix E.
It could be inferred from Lemma 1 that Algorithm 1 satisfies the conservative constraint Eq.
(2) for all T ≥ 1 with probability at least 1 − δ. Similarly, Algorithm 2 also ensures that the constraint holds for all T ≥ 1 with probability at least 1 − δ. The following theorems illustrate the regret bounds for the proposed algorithms.
Theorem 1. If λ ≥ L, then the following regret bound is satisfied with probability at least 1 − δ
Furthermore, for T K ≤ d, we have 
The proof of Theorem 2 is amenable to the technique used for the analysis of the CCConUCB when the conservative reward is available and is displayed in Appendix G.
Numerical Simulations
In this section, we conduct three simulation experiments. We compare the performance of distinct algorithms in various cases, record the frequency the non-conservative algorithm disobeys the conservative constraint, and analyze the alterations of the conservative learner's preference between the conservative policy and the optimistic policy, and compare our conservative algorithm with a naive algorithm that always follows the conservative strategy. In the first experiment, we simulated three UCB-based algorithms, which are the CCConUCB with Conservative Reward, CCConUCB without Conservative Reward, [23] . The result is displayed in Figure 1 . A total of 100 arms are presented, each arm is associated with a 10-dimensional feature vector, and at most 2 arms are allowed to be selected at each round. For each arm, the elements of the feature vector are randomly sampled from the uniform distribution U(−1, 1), satisfying that the expected reward of each arm is non-negative. The coefficient θ * is randomly sampled from the normal distribution N (0, I 10 ). The conservative coefficient is α = 0.2 for CCConUCB in both cases. For the conservative arms, the feature vector of each conservative arm is randomly sampled from the uniform distribution U (−1, 1) , satisfying that the expected reward of each arm is no less that the ninth best reward and can be up to the eighth best reward. The random noise is randomly sampled from the normal distribution N (0, 1). As can be seen from the comparison between CCConUCB and Contextual Combinatorial UCB, a conservative learner might give up some opportunities for exploring more arms in order to maintain safety at each round, at the expense of a higher regret in the long run. In terms of the contextual combinatorial conservative setting, the algorithm with the information of the default reward performs better in terms of the average regret.
In the second simulation experiment, we record the total time steps Contextual Combinatorial UCB disobeys the conservative rule in Table 1 . The settings of the number of base arms, the maximum number of selected arms and the dimension of the contextual vector are identical with those in the first experiment. The smaller α is, the more stringent the constraint would be, leading to more violations with regard to the non-conservative algorithm. We further analyze the selection preference of CCConUCB between optimistic policy and conservative policy for distinct conservative coefficients. Viewing from the last two columns of Table 1 , a more conservative learner tends to have a greater appetite for the conservative policy. With fewer chances for exploration, the agent learns slower about the non-conservative arms, resulting in a lower degrading speed in terms of the average expected regret, as shown in Figure 2 . Consequently, although the regret of the conservative algorithm degrades at a slower speed with smaller α, it successfully avoids a large number of constraint violations.
In the third simulation experiment, we compared the regret of the CCConUCB with a conservative policy, where the conservative arm set is always selected at each round. We record the endurance time the CCConUCB needs to outperform the conservative policy, the result is shown in Figure 3 . Since the gap between the optimal action and the conservative action is a random sample, we divide them into three groups and take average over each group, namely low, medium and high. The result indicates that the smaller the gap is, the longer it takes for our algorithm to outperform the conservative policy. Note that the cumulative reward of CCConUCB is not less than (1-α) faction of that of the conservative policy, and the endurance time depends also on α. The larger α is, the less stringent the requirement is. With more chances to explore, the algorithm converges at a faster speed, then it would be much easier for the CCConUCB algorithm to outperform the pure conservative algorithm.
Discussion and Conclusion
We introduce a novel framework of multi-armed bandits, referred to as contextual combinatorial conservative bandits. We propose two UCB-based algorithms dealing with two cases when the conservative reward is prescribed and unknown separately, which not only maximize the expected reward in the long run, but also ensure safety at any instantaneous round. The reward f (A, w) of the arm set A could be as simple as a summation of the reward of each arm a ∈ A, and it can also be more complicated such as a sigmoid function. Besides, we remark that a tighter bound for high-dimensional contextual scenario is provided in the above theorem. Specifically, when re- 
for e ∈ A 0 do 5:
end for 8:
for e ← 1, 2, ..., M do 9:
else 15:
for n ∈ N t−1 and e ∈ A n do 18:
Observe w t,e for all e ∈ A t 23: where
where the second inequality follows from Theorem 2 in [1] (For the convenience of the reader, also recalled as Lemma 1.1 in the Appendix).
Lemma 1.1.
[1] Assume that θ * 2 ≤ S, then for any δ > 0, with probability at least 1 − δ, for all t ≥ 0, we have
Proof. Denote the eigenvalues of V t as λ 1 , λ 2 . . . , λ d , then ≤ λd + n t KL.
Combine (25) and (26), we obtain
D Proof of Lemma 3 Lemma 3 . Assume that θ * 2 ≤ S and x t,e 2 2 ≤ L, for any t ≥ 1 and any e ∈ A t . If λ ≥ L, then for any δ,with probability at least 1 − δ and for any T ≥ 1, the regret bound for selecting the optimistic policy is
Proof. According to the property claimed in Lemma 1, we know that U t ≥ w * t , combined with the monotonicity of the reward function, we have f (
The cumulative regret of selecting the optimistic policy can be bounded as follows,
Denote the rounds selecting the optimistic arm sets as t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t n T . From the recursion formula of V t , we
Combine (28) and (30), we have
In addition, Lemma 2 informs us that
Combine (31) and (32) gives
≤ 2P C T 2dn T log 1 + n T KL dλ .
E Proof of Lemma 6 Proof. Suppose the conservative arm set A 0 is selected at round t, then according to Algorithm 1, it is satisfied that n∈Nt−1 f (A n , L t,n ) + f (B t , L t,t )
Note that t can be denoted as t = n t−1 + d t−1 + 1. By dropping f (B t , L t,t ), and rearranging the terms in (34), we have 
where the (35) is due to the lipschitz continuity of the reward function, (36) follows from Lemma 1, and (37) follows from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
Combine (46) Proof. If we want to choose the optimistic arm set at round t, then the cumulative reward should not be less
If 1 − (1 + n t −1 )α ≥ 0, we apply Lemma 4 and have
Thus, 
